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Sandblasters
Automatic Sandblasters

BEGO - 10-26360 Prtmpmtc Z. Sndbls Fully Amtic
BEGO - Protempomatic Z Sandblaster 
Automatic Sandblasters
# 10-26360 - Mfg # 26360

Features:

* Fully automatic sandblaster for up to 6 cast partial denture frameworks
simultaneously
* Fast and efficient
* The integrated aim point in the nozzle enables exact positioning of the workpiece in
the abrasive flow for quick, effective sandblasting
* Efficient use of blasting material emphasises the costeffective sandblasting
* LED lighting in the sandblasting chamber provides a service life ten times higher
than that of conventional lamps for cost-effective sandblasting and reduces
maintenance costs
* The swivel nozzle enables the unit to be used as an automatic or manual
sandblaster for maximum application options in the laboratory
* The initial position of the nozzle can be magnetically locked for accurately setting the
optimal nozzle angle during automatic and manual sandblasting to ensure the best
possible sandblasting performance
* The viewing glass is locked in position by a magnetic switch: When it is opened,
sandblasting is discontinued: for maximum operational safety
* The basket is easily removed - for increased comfort during  manual sandblasting

Technical Data:

* Height: 22 /540 mm
* Width: 16 / 400 mm
* Depth: 17 / 410 mm
* Rated voltage: 100 - 240V, 50/60 Hz
* Power at rated voltage of 230 V : 1255 W (plus) 25 W (Z)
* Air consumption: 230 V/9 W
* Compressed air connection: 60 - 90 psi/ 4-6 bar (0.4-0.6 MPa) 1/4
* Capacity 18 lbs / 8 kg
* Weight (excl. blasting material): 44 lbs / 20 kg 

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized BEGO Dealer in US. 

US$ 4,200.00
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RENFERT - 023-2961-1000 Vario-Jet Automatic- 110 Volt-
RENFERT - Vario Jet 100/120 Volts - Recyclable Sandblasting 
Automatic Sandblaster
# 023-2961-1000 - Mfg # 29611000

Function & Performance
The Vario jet is the ideal recycling sandblaster for economic sandblasting. It
can be operated both in the automatic and manual mode.

Advantages
*   Exact coordination of the essential sandblasting parameters (pressure,
time, grit size).
*   Intelligent extraction system: only unusable fine dust is extracted.
*   High degree of freedom of movement due to easily removable sandblasting
basket.

The intelligent extraction system
50% saving in abrasive consumption. The extraction channels have been
designed, so that only unusable fine dust is removed.

The nozzle
Can be positioned at three different distances to the blasting basket. It is
made from highly resistant boron carbide. The distance and angle of the
nozzle to the casting are determined by the rotational direction of the basket,
so that 100% blasting efficiency is achieved in minimal time.

The blasting basket
Rotates with a special geometry. Up to 7 CrCo castings can be sandblasted
simultaneously. On average a framework is fully automatically sandblasted in
only 10 minutes. A rubber basket insert protects the frameworks and baskets.
The blasting basket is easily removed in only one step (for manual
sandblasting).  

Technical Features
*   Intuitive operating logic.
*   Program selection via a membrane keypad.
*   Blasting pressure can be set from 1 to 6 bar (14.5 - 87 psi).
*   Manometer pressure display.
*   Automatic control of an external extraction with controlled shut-off delay
between 5 and 30 sec.
*   Inlet opening and connection possibility for a compressed-air-driven unit
(microblaster, pneumatic deflasking chisel, outlet nozzle).
*   Highly resistant, coated glass panel.
*   Cotton-coated protective gloves.

Key functions

*   Fully automatic blasting of up to 7 model cast objects

US$ 3,617.33
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*   Clever extraction system: only unusable fine dust particles are extracted
*   50% less consumption of blasting material in comparison to other conventional recyclable units

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized RENFERT Dealer in US.

Sandblasters

Microblasters

ESSENCE- 110671 Micro Etcher Blaster
ESSENCE - Micro Etcher / Blaster
Microblasters
# 110671

Description:
We are pleased with your choice to purchase the ESSENCE DENTAL
products.
Our equipment sets a new concept with regard to functionality, performance
and ergonomics.
The Microblaster is an easy to install and operate auxiliary pneumatic
equipment developed for blasting in parts. Very used for small work
because it is easy to preserve areas that should not be blasting. It is applied
in offices and dental laboratories

Features
* Head with 360 rotation
* Tip in Carbide autoclavable and removable
* Body built in aluminum
* Connection with the dental equipment and the air compressor
* Available Borden or Midwest (2 holes or 4 holes)

Technical information: 50 Micron Blasting Media

Dimensiones:  13cm x 17mm

US$ 157.50

Sandblasters

Mobile Sandblasters

RENFERT - 105042 Basic Mobil Blast 1Tnk 70/250
RENFERT - Basic Mobil Blaster-#2914-3250  # 29143250  1
tank-90/250micron-With Foot Control-Only needs compressed air  sandblaster
RENFERT - Basic Mobil with Foot Switch 70-250
Mobile Sandblasters
# 105042 - Mfg # 29143250

Function & Performance

US$ 644.57
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Renfert blasting technology has been reduced to a basic design in the Basic mobil sandblasters. Mobile use only
requires connection to the compressed air.

Advantages
* Ideal use with existing abrasive chamber.
* Control using pneumatic foot switch.
* Individual blasting pressure of 1-6 bar. Pressure display via manometer.

Details
* Special mixing chamber technology (Venturi principle).
* Flow independent.
* Two tank versions: 25-70 m or 70-250 m.
* Ideal for blasting with 3M Espe Rocatec abrasives.
* Integrated water separator.
* Mobile use: simply connect to the compressed air.

Key functions
* Ideal for use with existing sandblasting chamber
* For mobile use: simply connect to a compressed air outlet
* No power supply required

Technical data - Basic mobil with foot switch, 70-250 m
* Working pressure 1 - 6 bar (14.5 - 87 psi)
* Connecting pressure, external 6 - 10 bar (87 - 145 psi)
* Air consumption at 6 bar (87 psi) 120 l/min (4.20 cfm)
* Dimensions (W x H x D) 220 x 260 x 130 mm (8.67 x 10.24 x 5.12")
* Weight ? 2,5 kg (5.52 lbs.)

Scope of Delivery
* Basic mobil with foot switch, 70-250 m
* Pneumatic foot switch
* Abrasive 50 m white, 600 g
* Nozzle 1.2 mm

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized RENFERT Dealer in US.

DIGITECH - 124483 SAHARA Mobil Sand Blaster 50mi
DIGITECH - SAHARA Mobile sandblaster 50-70micron - Abrasive system only -
NO CABINET - Each #002230 sandblasterDIGITECH - SAHARA Mobile
sandblaster 50-70micron - Abrasive system only
Mobile Sandblasters
# 124483 - Mfg # 002230

Features and Benefits:
* Pressurized Tank with capacity for 1,100 kg 
* Copper Filter avoiding humidity 
* Pen adjustment valve
* Tungsten Carbide tips guaranteeing maximum durability.

US$ 268.00
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* Progressive pneumatic pedal
* 24 months guarantee for manufacturing defects;

Technical specifications
* Net Weight: 2650kg
* Gross Weight: 2850kg
Usage Pressure: 80 to 100 psi/psi (0.55 to 0.69 Mpa) - (5.5 to 6.9 bar)
* Dimensions: 19cm (lenght), 25cm (height) and 15cm (width)

Quantity: 1

RENFERT - 103440 Basic Mobil Blaster 1Tnk
70m
RENFERT - Basic Mobil Blaster-#2914-3050   #
29143050  1 tank-70micron-With Foot Control-Only
needs compressed air-  sandblasterRENFERT - Basic
Mobil with Foot Switch 25-70
Mobile Sandblasters
# 103440 - Mfg # 29143050

Function & Performance
Renfert blasting technology has been reduced to a
basic design in the Basic mobil sandblasters. Mobile
use only requires connection to the compressed air.

Advantages
* Ideal use with existing abrasive chamber.
* Control using pneumatic foot switch.
* Individual blasting pressure of 1-6 bar. Pressure
display via manometer.

Details
* Special mixing chamber technology (Venturi
principle).
* Flow independent.
* Two tank versions: 25-70 m or 70-250 m.
* Ideal for blasting with 3M Espe Rocatec abrasives.
* Integrated water separator.
* Mobile use: simply connect to the compressed air.

Key functions
* Ideal for use with existing sandblasting chamber
* For mobile use: simply connect to a compressed air
outlet
* No power supply required

Technical data - Basic mobil with foot switch, 25-70
m
* Working pressure: 1 - 6 bar ( 14.5 - 87 psi )

US$ 645.98
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* Connecting pressure, external: 6 - 10 bar ( 87 - 145 psi )
* Air consumption at 6 bar ( 87 psi ):         120 l/min ( 4.20 cfm )
* Dimensions (W x H x D): 220 x 260 x 130 mm ( 8.67 x 10.24 x 5.12" )
* Weight   ? 2,5 kg ( 5.52 lbs. )

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized RENFERT Dealer in US.

SANDSTORM MOBILE - MOBILE SANDBLASTE
R - VANIMAN
SANDSTORM MOBILE - MOBILE SANDBLASTER - VANIMAN

*  Portable and lightweight-only 8 pounds
*  Holds 4 pounds of media
*  Designed for use wth all types of abrasive media
*  Long-lasting crystal tips
*  Spray Jet Handle
*  Exclusive non-clogging flow design

Code Name Price +
122638 VANIMAN -  Mobile Sandstorm I/o- 50-100 m (25/250 U Tanks Available)- Abrasive ... US$ 479.50 +Info

103453 VANIMAN - Sandstorm Mobile 50-100micron - Abrasive system only - NO CABINET - Ea... US$ 307.19 +Info

Sandblasters

One Tank Sandblasters
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BASIC CLASSIC - ONE TANK - RENFERT
BASIC CLASIC SANDBLASTER -1 TANK - RENFERT

Precision and premium: Highest level technology.

Key Functions:
* Attractive introduction to the Renfert Sandblasting Technology 
* Precise working procedures and great cost efficiency with the special Renfert mixing
chamber.

Innovative PerfectView Concept:
* Unique LED technology: Optimal contrast of all objects and brightly illuminated
blasting chamber
* Daylight with 4,800 LUX for fatigue free and comfortable working.
* Maximum range of vision for a perfect view and max. control.

Function & Performance:
Basic classic is the low-priced entry to professional microblasting technology; a
compact unit in the basic version with up to 1 tanks.

Advantages:
Precise blasting with the special mixing chamber technology (Venturi
principle).
Can be extended to 1 tanks without the use of tools.
Efficient working thanks to the tank selection switch inside the sandblasting chamber.

Renfert advantage:
The unique mixing chamber technology, developed in-house, and the special geometry
of the IT nozzles provide decisive advantages.
* Perfectly uniform abrasive flow, abrasive power and jet pattern. This allows you to
achieve consistently uniform, reproducible surface conditioning, ensuring perfect
bonding properties. No stresses and cracks in the porcelain. 
* Efficient sandblasting reduces abrasive costs by up to 80%, thanks to abrasive flow
with optimum air-sand mixture, regardless of the tank level and with minimum to no
pre-blasting and post-blasting.
* Focused, effective and reliable sandblasting. You achieve effective removal from the
framework without loss of abrasive due to scatter. At the same time your sensitive
frameworks are optimally protected
FREE 220 VOLTS ADAPTOR AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Authorized RENFERT Dealer in the US.

Code Name Price +
103431 RENFERT - Basic Classic 1Ttank-25/70mic-110 Volts-#2947-3050  # 29473050 - Weigh... US$ 783.97 +Info

103433 RENFERT - Basic Classic 1Tank-70/250mic-110 Volts-# 2947-3250  # 29473250 The Re... US$ 783.97 +Info
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BASIC ECO - ONE TANK - RENFERT
BASIC ECO I - RENFERT 

Function & Performance
The Basic eco microblaster with up to two tanks offers high
precision in a minimum space thanks to its compact
dimensions. Top blasting technology and an attractive
price-performance ratio combine to provide an ideal product
for first-time users and laboratories where space is at a
premium.

Advantages
* Maximum field of vision thanks to a large viewing panel
with innovative LED lighting.
* Process reliability based on many years of experience in
dental sandblasting technology.
* Saving in abrasives using optimal air-abrasive mixture.

Key functions: 
* There's space in even the smallest room for this compact,
reasonably priced sandblaster.
* Reduction in operating costs thanks to very low abrasive
consumption.
* Focused blasting prevents unintentional blasting of
sensitive restorations.

Basic fine sandblasting units.
Precision and premium: Highest level technology. 
Renfert advantage: the unique mixing chamber technology,
developed in-house, and the special geometry of the IT
nozzles provide decisive advantages.

1. Perfectly uniform abrasive flow, abrasive power and jet
pattern. This allows you to achieve consistently uniform,
reproducible surface conditioning, ensuring perfect bonding
properties. No stresses and cracks in the porcelain. 
2. Efficient sandblasting reduces abrasive costs by up to
80%, thanks to abrasive flow with optimum air-sand mixture,
regardless of the tank level and with minimum to no
pre-blasting and post-blasting.
3. Focused, effective and reliable sandblasting. You achieve
effective removal from the framework without loss of
abrasive due to scatter. At the same time your sensitive
frameworks are optimally protected.

The PerfectView concept 
* Renfert advantage: The constant, brightly illuminated
blasting chamber (4,800 Lux) guarantees optimum contour
and detail recognition on your framework. 
* Thanks to the special daylight LED technology you can
see greater contrasts and clearer differences in shade on
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the illuminated framework. 
* The intelligent ventilation technology optimizes removal of air-/sand-turbulences, so that you always have a clear view of
the framework (from Basic master onwards). 
* The silicone coated glass helps to reduce etching and allows a longer viewing life (installed as standard equipment in the
Basic quattro IS, Basic quattro and Basic master, optional with Basic classic).
* The color-coded system on the tank lids, tank placement, handpieces and tank selection switch make the unit very easy to
operate.
* The ergonomic hose routing also creates optimum viewing conditions.

Authorized RENFERT dealer 
#UsddRenfert

Code Name Price +
23-2949-3250 Basic Eco 1 tnk 70/250 110v US$ 590.73 +Info

23-2949-3050 Basic Eco 1 tnk 25/70 110v US$ 590.73 +Info

PONY SANDBLASTER - ONE TANK - BUF
FALO
PONY SANDBLASTER - ONE TANK - BUFFALO

A compact and sturdy, bench-top recirculating Sandblaster
with high powered blasting Action. The hinged 5" x 7" top
window And internal lighting provide bright illumination For
clear viewing, and the lever-type Air gun recirculates abrasive
and provides Pin-point abrasive spray control.

*  Tighthy sealed left-side neoprene glove and top window
keep dust enclosed in cabinet
*  On/Off power switch on cord for convenient control of
cabinet illumination
*  Efficient unit requires only 60 to 90 psi compressed air
(compressor not included) for effective operation
*  Use for removing unwanted investment, oxide, heat scales,
and burs from castings and form preparing work for finishing
*  Small size (11 1/4" x 10 " x 10 5/8") fits easily on most
countertops
*  Complete init includes air tubing, air gun, glove, light bulb,
and 5 lbs. of silica balsting media. 

Code Name Price +
009-75800 Pony Sandblaster  Complete- 110V ... US$ 273.00 +Info

009-75801 Pony Sandblaster Complete 220V - ... US$ 283.50 +Info
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SHELL SANDBLASTER 110/230 - TICONIUM
SHELL SANDBLASTER 110/230 - TICONIUM

Features:
Built-in suction and dust collection system
Convenient on/off foot control on system.
Compact, vertical design occupies less than 2 1/4 sq ft of floor space.
High visibility with large view glass and internal lighting switch operation.
* 110/230 volt
* 4-6 Cubic Feet/Minute at 80-100 PSI Air Requirement
* Size: 51 h x 16 w x 19 d
* Weight: 137 lbs

Code Name Price +
106-3160A1 Shell / Ssandblaster 110v (Are US$ 0.00 +Info

106-3160A4 Shell / Ssandblaster 230--V (A US$ 0.00 +Info

VANIMAN- 103448 Sndstm Pro Bls- Filt 1Tnk
110V
VANIMAN - Sandstorm Pro Blaster & Filter 110volts
One tank Sandblasters
# 103448 - Mfg # VMC-X25

 

Features:
* Self contained blaster
* Filter Fan
* Single Tank
* Ergonomic, Streamline State-of-the-Art Design 
* Extra Large 32 oz. (900 gm)Abrasive Storage Tank 
* Exclusive Non-Clogging Flow Design
* Foot Pedal Control
* Mobile Spray Jet Handle
* Heavy Duty Long Lasting Tips
* Large Fluorescent Illuminated Panoramic Viewing Area 
* Air Pressure/Moisture Filter Regulator/Gauge 
* Complete Sealed Unibody Construction

Technical Specifications:
* 110V
* 0.02Amps
* Dimensions: 14-1/2 x 19 x 14in
* Weight 20lb

US$ 572.25
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Sandblasters

Recirculating Sandblasters

DUOSTAR SANDBLASTERS - BEGO
DUOSTAR SANDBLASTERS - BEGO

Multifunctional due to the combination of a micro
blaster and recirculation sandblaster

Description:

*  Integrated LED lighting in the handpiece for an
optimal shadow-free view during preparation, even
intracoronally
*  For thorough removal of investment and oxides to
prevent undesired biological reactions with the patient
*  LED lighting in the sandblasting chamber provides a
service life ten times higher than that of conventional
lamps for cost-effective sandblasting and reduces
maintenance costs
*  Combines the features of 2 units in one and provides
the advantages of a micro blaster and recirculation
sandblaster. Duostar is therefore the ideal,
cost-effective investment for small and medium
laboratories

Code Name Price +
10-26365 BEGO - Duostar Z Sandblaster Unit - Each # 26365 - Combines the features of 2 un... US$ 3,200.00 +Info

010-26116 BEGO - Duostar Z2 - Blaster- For Connection To Central Extraction 110 Volt - Eac... US$ 3,150.00 +Info

ACCESSORIES

Code Name Price +
010-11276 BEGO - Duostar Plus Fine Dust Filters - Each # 11276_A - Disc ... US$ 95.55 +Info

10-14099 BEGO - EasyBlast Spare Safety Glass Each # 14099   -- US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an ... US$ 102.28 +Info

010-11275 BEGO - Duostar Plus Paper Filter - Each # 11275_B - Disc ... US$ 47.25 +Info

010-32854 BEGO - Duostar New Spare Light Bulb - Each # 32854_A - Disc ... US$ 48.43 +Info

010-13367 BEGO - Duostar. Spare Glovess - Large -  1 pack= 5 pairs # 13367 - Disc ... US$ 32.00 +Info

010-32962 BEGO - Duostar. Spare Glasses Old - 6 Pieces - # 32962 - Disc ... US$ 84.20 +Info

010-26118 BEGO - Duostar Plus - Kombi Blaster Incl. Filter Module - Each # 26118 - Disc ... US$ 0.00 +Info

010-15094 BEGO - Duostar. Spare Glasses New - 6 Pieces - # 15094 - Disc ... US$ 0.00 +Info

010-12424 BEGO - Duostar. Spare Glovess - Medium -  1 pack= 5 pairs # 12424 - Disc ... US$ 32.00 +Info
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010-12136 BEGO - Duostar Spare Nozzle - Each # 12136_A - Disc ... US$ 122.01 +Info

010-12131 BEGO - Duostar Spare Light Bulb - Each # 12131 - Disc ... US$ 16.98 +Info

ECCO - 112255 Recirculating Sandblaster 1 Tk
ECCO - Sandblaster Shipping
Recirculating Sandblasters
# 112255 - Mgf  # Ca1608

Feature:
Precision fixed single nozzle abrasive blaster. Lighted chamber, one piece
molded cabinet, foot control, regulator,tempered viewing pane. For all dental
and jewelry applications.

US$ 274.00

HANDLER - 103384 Sandblaster 10x10x14in
HANDLER - Sandblaster
Recirculating Sandblasters 
# 103384 - Mfg # 51

Features: 
* A table-top sandblaster for use with Sand, Glass Beads or Walnut
Shells, the 51 is designed to clean or treat the surfaces of precious
castings e.g. copings, pontics, inlays, etc.  
* The Handler 51 is an excellent addition to any laboratory.

Descriptions:
* Compact size.
* Hinged frontal access door.
* Rubber side glove.
* Large 5" [13cm] square window, 
* Lever air control valve a 3" ( 7.6 cm ) diameter exhaust port, allows
for placement in a small lab rea.
* Constructed of heavy gauge sheet steel and finished in a durable,
baked coating.

Shipped Complete With:
* 3 x 1/2" [8cm x 1cm] air line hose Interior light.
* 5 lbs [2.3 Kg] of medium sand abrasive Filter bag.

Shipping Weight: 22 lbs. - ( 7.7 Kg )
Unit Dimensions: 10" W x 10" D x 14" H ( 25 cm x 25 cm x 36 cm )

US$ 424.71
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ESSENCE - 100797 Sandblaster III TURBO
EXP 2tnk
VH - CENTRAL SANDBLASTING PRECISION 3
PRESS TURBO
Recirculating Sandblasters
# 100797

Characteristics:
* 2 Pressured Tanks for disposable sand. 
* 1 Recirculating Reservoir. 
* 3 independent Widia Tips inside the cabinet. 
* 1 Pencil for each tank + 1 Pencil for recirculating
Reservoir. 
* Sand Selector inside Cabinet. 
* Air pressure Regulation from the Inside the Cabinet. 
* Air Gun. 
* Independent Air Pressure Regulator.
* Second Pressure Gauge in front panel. 
* Treated Covered with Scratch Protection Glass. 
* Gross weight: 7.820 kg.
* Net Weight: 6.1 kg.
* Capacity of the working chamber: 11 lts.
* Pressure use: 80-100 lbs/psl (0.55 to 0.69 MPa) - (5.5
to 6.9 bar)
* Automatic multi-voltage power supply: 100-240 VAC -
50/60 Hz - 12V/1A.
* LED: 12V/0.5A.

Frequency: 50/60 Hz.

US$ 465.00

RENFERT - 023-2960-1005 Vario-Basic-
W/O Tanks- 110v
RENFERT - The all-round Sandblaster - Vario basic
100/120 Volts.
Recirculating Sandblasters
# 023-2960-1005 - Mfg # 29601005 

Function & Performance
The compact combination of recycling sandblaster and
microblaster. A cost-effective, multifunctional solution
for all relevant sandblasting work in the dental
laboratory.

Advantages
* Can be upgraded with 1 to 4 microblasting tanks.
* Individually adjustable recycling nozzle with the
integrated Venturi principle

US$ 1,834.00
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and efficient sandblasting.
* 50% less abrasive consumption due to intelligent extraction system ( only unusable fine dust is removed ).

The microblaster tanks ( optional )
Hold approx. 1,000 ml abrasives. They can be very easily extended without tools in a few steps via a quick-coupling and
color-coded system.

The sand silo
A removable large particle separator prevents contamination of the abrasive. The large, funnel-shaped silo ensures
permanent sand supply. The unit can be emptied via an opening in the silo floor.
Can be used as a wall-mounted or bench unit
Optional, the Vario basic (with only two blasting tanks) can be easily fixed in position using an easy to assemble wall
mounting.

Technical features
* Highly resistant coated glass panel.
* Replaceable, washable cuffs.
* Powder-coated metal housing.
* Internal tank selection switch for each microblaster tank, recycling sandblast operation or choice of an external
compressed air unit.
* IT-Handpiece with exchangeable nozzles.
* Filter control with manual water separator for cleaning the supplied
compressed air.
* Highly resistant boron carbide nozzle optionally available.
* Inlet opening and connection for a compressed air driven unit (e.g. deflasking chisel).

Key functions
* Can be upgraded to 1-4 fine abrasive tanks
* Recyclable sandblasting nozzle with integrated Venturi principle :
* Uniform abrasive flow
* Uniform sandblasting cone
* Efficient sandblasting
* Clever extraction system = only 50% consumption of blasting material

Technical data - Vario basic 100-120 V
* Power supply  100-120 V, 50/60 Hz
* Working pressure      1 - 6 bar ( 14.5 - 87 psi )
* Connecting pressure, external      6 - 8 bar ( 87 - 116 psi )
* Air consumption at 6 bar (87 psi) 200 l/min ( 7.00 cfm )
* Dimensions (W x H x D)      380 x 540 x 450 mm ( 14.92 x 21.28 x 17.73" )
* Blasting chamber volume   23 l ( 6.07 gal )
* Capacity of 1 tank    1000 ml ( 34 fl.oz. )
* Weight  ? 14 kg ( 30.91 lbs. )
* Scope of Delivery
* Vario basic 100-120 V, 50/60 Hz
* Pneumatic foot switch
* Fluorescent light with lamp cover

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized RENFERT Dealer in US.
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Sandblasters

Sand Blaster Cabinet

DUSTEX MASTER PLUS - RENFERT
DUSTEX MASTER PLUS - RENFERT

At The Restoration.
The tilt and slip resistant Dustex master plus protects the
technician from splinters, dust and vapors. The sophisticated,
ergonomic design and the armrests provide a comfortable
working posture for fatigue-free work.

Compact and yet spacious
The large arm inlets, the spacious inner volume and the
easy-to-open glass pane all contribute to providing extensive
freedom of movement for efficient work. Time consuming
clean-up of the workbench is eliminated. The compact
dimensions and low weight allow the inexpensive dust box to be
flexibly employed.

Technical Details:
* Built-in, bright illumination:
* 2400 lux ( compared with standard office lighting at approx.
500 lux ).
* Laminated glass protective pane with silicone coating (
replaceable ).

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized Renfert Dealer in US.

Code Name Price +
23-26260105 RENFERT - RenferT - Dustex Master Plus 220 Volts-# 2626-0105 # 26260105 Dimensio... US$ 622.67 +Info

23-26261105 RENFERT - RenferT - Dustex Master Plus 110 Volts-# 2626-1105 # 26261105 Dimensio... US$ 552.91 +Info

ACCESSORIES

Code Name Price +
23-26260300 Magnifier w/ holder for Dustex US$ 169.05 +Info
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SANDSTORM PROFESSIONAL - CAB
INET SANDBLASTER - VANIMAN
SANDSTORM PROFESSIONAL - CABINET
SANDBLASTER - VANIMAN

*  Ergonomic, Streamline State-of-the-Art Design
*  Removable Drawer with Easy Pour Technology
*  LED Lit Panoramic Viewing Area
*  Extra Large 1000mL (4 lbs.) Abrasive Storage Tank
*  Exclusive Non-Clogging Flow Design
*  Foot Pedal Control
*  Mobile Spray Jet Handle
*  Heavy Duty Long Lasting Tips
*  Air Pressure/Moisture Filter Regulator/Gauge
*  Complete Sealed Unibody Construction
*  Self Contained Sand Filter System
*  3-Year Warranty

Code Name Price +
122633 VANIMAN -  Sandstorm Professional Cabinet W/filter-fan (no Tank) (cabinet Size 1... US$ 452.13 +Info

103449 VANIMAN - Sandstorm Professional Cabinet with Light & Filter - Micro Blasting ca... US$ 390.81 +Info

103447 VANIMAN - Sandstorm Professional Cabinet with Light - no Filter - Micro Blasting... US$ 252.46 +Info

SANDSTORM XL - CABINET SANDBLAS
TER - VANIMAN
SANDSTORM XL - CABINET SANDBLASTER -
VANIMAN

*  Large well lit work area with large viewing window
*  Indestructible sealed resin cabinet
*  On/off and tank selector controls located inside the
cabinet
*  Built-in pressure delivery system including a 0-100psi
adjustable filter regulator with foot pedal control
*  Labor saving Easy Fill tanks hold up to 4 pounds of
media
*  Handles all types of blasting media from 60 to 360 grit
(25-250 micron)
*  Tungsten carbide precision tips and Sapphire crystal tips
*  No metal wear points from tank to nozzle providing a low
cost of ownership
*  3 Year Warranty
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 SANDSTORM XL CABINET

Code Name Price +
103451 VANIMAN - SandStorm XL Cabinet with light - Each  #VMCX0L sandblaster 26*26*21IN... US$ 340.15 +Info

SANDSTORM SANDSHELL XL

Code Name Price +
122636 VANIMAN - Sandstorm Sandshell Xl 475.00- Extra Large Cabinet (19 H X 22in/2 D ... US$ 455.53 +Info

103452 VANIMAN - SandStorm Sandshell XL Cabinet with light - Gun siphon blaster - Each ... US$ 435.00 +Info

Sandblasters

Sandblaster Tips

DUOSTAR FINE BLASTING TIPS - BEGO 
DUOSTAR FINE BLASTING TIPS - BEGO 

This product is available in these sizes:

*  Fine blasting jet x 0.4 mm for Korox? 25 
*  Fine blasting jet x 0.6 mm for Korox? 50 and Perlablast? micro (50 ?m)
*  Fine blasting jet x 1.2 mm for Korox? 250, KKorox? 110 and Perlablast? (125 ?m)

 

 

Code Name Price +
010-13423 BEGO - Duostar / Easyblast  Fine Blasting Jet  0.4mm ( 2pcs ) For Korox 25 - # 1... US$ 284.80 +Info

010-13424_B BEGO - Duostar / Easyblast  Fine Blasting Jet  0.6mm ( 2pcs ) For Korox 50 And P... US$ 180.36 +Info

010-13425 BEGO - Duostar / Easyblast  Fine Blasting Jet  1.2mm ( 2pcs ) For Korox 250- Kor... US$ 206.96 +Info

010-13424 BEGO - Starlet. Fine Blasting Jet 0.6mm For Korox 50  And Perlablast Micro (50... US$ 0.00 +Info

DUOSTAR PENCIL JET - BEGO
DUOSTAR PENCIL JET - BEGO

This product is available in these sizes: 

*  Pencil jet x 0.8 mm for Korox 50 and Perlablast micro (50 ?m)
*  Pencil jet x 1.2 mm for Korox 250, Korox 110 and Perlablast (125 ?m)

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized BEGO dealer in US.
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Code Name Price +
10-14549 BEGO - Duostar / Easyblast Pencil Jet 0.8mm ( 2pcs ) - For Korox 50 and Perlabla... US$ 206.96 +Info

10-14550 BEGO - Duostar / Easyblast Pencil Jet 1.2mm ( 2pcs ) - For Korox 250- Korox 110 ... US$ 206.96 +Info

EMBEDDED CRYSTAL TIPS - VANIMAN
EMBEDDED CRYSTAL TIPS - VANIMAN

The Crystal tips are long lasting and provide a general spray pattern. These
product are accessories for Sanblaster Units

Code Name Price +
103454 VANIMAN - Embedded Crystal Tip - Medium Blue - .8mm 2pk - #97902 tips for all va... US$ 32.34 +Info

103455 VANIMAN - Embedded Crystal Tip - Large Black - 1.2mm 2pk - #97903 tips for all v... US$ 32.34 +Info

103456 VANIMAN - Embedded Crystal Tip - X Large Red - .065mm 2pk - #97904 tips for all ... US$ 36.74 +Info

IT BLASTING NOZZLE - RENFERT
IT BLASTING NOZZLE - RENFERT

Function & Performance
The quality and speed for sandblasting castings depend on
the combination of abrasive agent and sandblasting nozzle
as well as on use of the optimum sandblasting technique.

Advantages
* Service life of nozzles four times longer than that of
standard nozzles, as they are made of a highly resistant
high-tech material.
* Excellent control and focusing of the abrasive agent due to
the extended shape of the nozzle.
* Optimum sandblasting nozzles for all applications.

Code Name Price +
112253 RENFERT - Blasting Nozzle Compl. 2960-# 90003-5431 # 90035431 ... US$ 141.91 +Info

115460 RENFERT - Silver IT Nozzle 0.4 mm- # 90002-1203 # 900021203 ... US$ 83.61 +Info

115461 RENFERT - Gold IT Nozzle 0.65 mm- # 90003-3213 # 900033213 ... US$ 82.36 +Info

90002-1204 RENFERT - Green IT Nozzle 0.8 mm- # 90002-1204 # 900021204 ... US$ 83.61 +Info

115462 RENFERT - Blue IT Nozzle 1.0 mm-# 90003-3211 # 900033211 ... US$ 82.36 +Info

90003-3214 RENFERT - Red IT Nozzle 1.2mm- # 90003-3214 # 900033214 ... US$ 81.16 +Info

115463 RENFERT - Brown IT Nozzle 1.4 mm-# 90002-1205  # 900021205 ... US$ 83.61 +Info

115465 RENFERT - Bright Red IT Nozzle 1.5 x 3.5 mm- # 90003-1739 # 900031739 ... US$ 119.39 +Info

115464 RENFERT - Bronze IT Nozzle 2.0 mm-# 90002-1206  # 900021206 ... US$ 83.61 +Info
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PRECISION CARBIDE TIP - VANIMAN
PRECISION CARBIDE TIP - VANIMAN

The Precision Tungsten Carbide tips gives the user the ultimate in spray pattern control. These
products are accessories for Sandblaster Units.

Code Name Price +
103457 VANIMAN - Precision Carbide Tip - Small Yellow - .65mm 1pk - #97905 tips for all... US$ 34.51 +Info

103458 VANIMAN - Precision Carbide Tip - Medium Green - .91mm 1pk - #97906 tips for all... US$ 32.34 +Info

103459 VANIMAN - Precision Carbide Tip - Large Violet - 1.5mm 1pk - #97907 tips for all... US$ 34.51 +Info

TIPS WIDIA FOR SAND BLASTTER - ECCO
TIPS WIDIA FOR SAND BLASTTER - ECCO

Feature
*    Tips (1.0mm) for sand blaster
*    Parts Replacement tips for sanblasters only  

Code Name Price +
118733 ECCO - Tips for Recirculating SandBlaster- Widia tip - # CA1625 ( Parts Replacem... US$ 29.58 +Info

TIPS WIDIA FOR SANDBLASTER - VH
TIPS WIDIA FOR SANDBLASTER - VH

Replacement tips for sanblasters only

 TIPS WIDIA

Code Name Price +
100848 ESSENCE -Tips (0.8mm) for sandblaster- Widia - widia tip - ... US$ 31.06 +Info

100861 ESSENCE - Tips (1.2mm) for sandblaster- Widia - widia tip - ... US$ 31.06 +Info

PEN WIDIA

Code Name Price +
100847 ESSENCE - Widia Pen 2.0mm for Recirculating Reservoir - Widia - complete pen wit... US$ 48.20 +Info
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Sandblasters

Sandblasters Accesories

PEGASUS - 118796 AIR FOOT PEDAI Simple ea 2H
PEGASUS - AIR FOOT PEDAI Simple ea 2H # AIR PEDALPEGASUS - Air Foot Pedal Simple
ea 2H
Sandblasters Accessories
# 118796

Features:
Air Foot Pedal Simple ea 2H

Quantity: 1

US$ 22.00

RENFERT - 92900-0001 IT Handpiece only 25/250 um
RENFERT - IT Handpiece only 25/250 UM Each
Air Laboratory Handpieces
# 92900-0001 - Mfg # 929000001

Feature
 Blasting handpiece in a conversion kit for older Renfert blasting
units.

Description
 *  High-tech material of the nozzle guarantees a long service life;
 *  Fit it all Renfert basic versions and to the Keramo 4 blasting unit.

US$ 17.60

MAGNIFYING OVERLAY LENS - VANIMAN
MAGNIFYING OVERLAY LENS - VANIMAN

* Installs on any Blasting System
* Increases Blasting visibility and precision
* Attaches to any Blaster window with suction cups.

Code Name Price +
103462 VANIMAN - Perfect View Magnification Lens 4.5in x 5.75in - ( #97955 ) magnifying... US$ 69.29 +Info

103461 VANIMAN - Sandstorm XL Magnifier - Viewport contact lens - Each #97941 magnifyin... US$ 30.95 +Info

103460 VANIMAN - Sandstorm Magnifier - Contact Lens - Viewport contact lens - Replaceme... US$ 30.95 +Info
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Sandblasters

Three Tank Sandblaster

SANDSTORM PRESTIGE - THREE TANK SA
NDBLASTER - VANIMAN
SANDSTORM PRESTIGE - THREE TANK SANDBLASTER -
VANIMAN

Immediately starts and stops media flow Powder-coated steel
cabinet with comfortable hand cuffs Built-in pressure delivery
system including a 0-100psi adjustable filter regulator and foot
pedal control Air blast nozzle inside cabinet for clean-up
operations On/off and tank selector controls located inside the
cabinet Large.

Feature
* Well lit work area Handles all types of blasting media from 60 to
360 grit (25-250 micron)
* Tanks hold up to 4 pounds of media Tungsten carbide precision
tips and Sapphire cryst tips

 

 PRESTIGE 

Code Name Price +
103446 VANIMAN - SandStorm Prestige Blaster 110Volt - Three tanks- 25-50microns - Each ... US$ 858.73 +Info

103445 VANIMAN - SandStorm Prestige Blaster 110Volt - Three tanks - 25-50microns - one ... US$ 858.73 +Info

PRESTIGE I/O ( INSTA OFF )

Code Name Price +
103443 VANIMAN - SandStorm Prestige Blaster 110Volt - Three tanks - Each #80170 - Insta... US$ 1,197.49 +Info

103444 VANIMAN - SandStorm Prestige Blaster 110Volt - Three tanks - Instant on/off - 25... US$ 1,197.49 +Info

Sandblasters

Two Tanks Sand Blasters
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BASIC CLASSIC - TWO TANK - RENFERT
BASIC CLASSIC - TWO TANK - RENFERT

Precision and premium: Highest level technology.

Renfert advantage: 
The unique mixing chamber technology, developed in-house,
and the special geometry of the IT nozzles provide decisive
advantages.
* Perfectly uniform abrasive flow, abrasive power and jet pattern.
This allows you to achieve consistently uniform, reproducible
surface conditioning, ensuring perfect bonding properties. No
stresses and cracks in the porcelain. 
* Efficient sandblasting reduces abrasive costs by up to 80%,
thanks to abrasive flow with optimum air-sand mixture,
regardless of the tank level and with minimum to no pre-blasting
and post-blasting.
* Focused, effective and reliable sandblasting. You achieve
effective removal from the framework without loss of abrasive
due to scatter. At the same time your sensitive frameworks are
optimally protected

The PerfectView concept 

Renfert advantage: 
* The constant, brightly illuminated blasting chamber (4,800 Lux)
guarantees optimum contour and detail recognition on your
framework.
* Thanks to the special daylight LED technology you can see
greater contrasts and clearer differences in shade on the
illuminated framework.
* The intelligent ventilation technology optimizes removal of
air-/sand-turbulences, so that you always have a clear view of
the framework (from Basic master onwards).
* The silicone coated glass helps to reduce etching and allows a
longer viewing life (optional with Basic classic).
* The color-coded system on the tank lids, tank placement,
handpieces and tank selection switch make the unit very easy to
operate.
* The ergonomic hose routing also creates optimum viewing
conditions.
* Insider-Tip! Subject cold siliconizing in the sandblasting unit:
* 3M Espe recommends exclusive use of the Basic series of
Renfert sandblasting units with RocatecTM. Their advantage:
Coverage is absolutely uniform using the prescribed impact
energy and without thermal loading of the alloy.
* Large technology in a compact space

Key Functions:
* Attractive introduction to the Renfert Sandblasting Technology
* Precise working procedures and great cost efficiency with the
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special Renfert mixing chamber.

Innovative PerfectView Concept:
* Unique LED technology: Optimal contrast of all objects and brightly illuminated blasting chamber
* Daylight with 4,800 LUX for fatigue free and comfortable working.
* Maximum range of vision for a perfect view and max. control.

Function & Performance:
Basic classic is the low-priced entry to professional microblasting technology; a compact unit in the basic version with up to 2
tanks.

Advantages
- Precise blasting with the special mixing chamber technology (Venturi principle).
- Can be extended to 2 tanks without the use of tools.
- Efficient working thanks to the tank selection switch inside the sandblasting chamber.

Details
Its slim design ensures that it can be located in the smallest space.
The two abrasive tanks cover the usual requirements in dental technology, e.g. precious metal and ceramic with abrasive
from 25-70 ?m and 70-250 ?m.

Abrasive chamber volume 
14 l

Options:
* 70mic & 250mic - # 2947-4025 new model  ( previous version was 2947-4026)
* 250mic & 250mic - # 2947-4250
* 70mic & 70mic - #2947-4000
* 70 mic : is for using from 25 to 70 mic Aluminum Oxide 
* 250 mic : is for using from 71 mic  to 250 mic aluminum oxide

US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Authorized RENFERT Dealer in the US.

#UsddRenfert

Code Name Price +
114938 RENFERT - Basic Classic-2 Tanks 70/70micron-110 Volts - # 2947-4000 # 29474000 T... US$ 940.90 +Info

105039 RENFERT - Basic Classic-2 Tanks 70/250micron-110 Volts - # 2947-4025 2947-4026-2... US$ 940.90 +Info

105040 RENFERT - Basic Classic-2 Tanks 250/250micron-110 Volts - #2947-4250  # 29474250... US$ 940.90 +Info

BEGO - 106939 EsBlst Blast Unt 2 Jet Pncl Ea
BEGO - EasyBlast 2 Jet Pencils - Fine Blasting Unit 
Two Tanks Sandblasters
# 106939 - Mfg # 26385

Descriptions:

US$ 1,920.00
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* Very good cost-benefit ratio.
* Refined technology and high degree of reliability due to durability of pneumatic components.
* Two grit containers with proven grit dosing system.
* Rugged jet pencils with interchangeable nozzles for different grain sizes.
* Safety glass with profile lock for easy window replacement, good illumination
of the blasting chamber thanks to tubular fluorescent lamp. 
* Can be connected to central or single workstation extraction systems.
* Fatigue-free work thanks to ergonomic housing design.
* Height 340 mm 13.4 inches
* Width 420 mm 16.6 inches
* Depth 420mm 16.6 inches
* Weight 12.3 Kg 27 lbs  
* 110V

US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Authorized BEGO Dealer in the US.

ESSENCE - 416762 Extractor Cap for Suction
Tube
VH - Extractor cap for Suction Tube
Two Tanks Sandblasters
# 416762

Features:
* Extractor cap for suction tube

US$ 25.00

ECCO - 118735 Sandblaster 2 Tanks 
110v/220v
ECCO - Sand Shot Worldent Sand Blaster 2 tanks
110V
Two tanks Sandblasters
# 118735 - Mfg # ca1600

Features:
* 2 pencils
* Comfortable
* Ergonomic Design.
* On-board "Glass-Guard" Window Protection
* Excellent for Aluminum Oxide, Glass Beads, Sand or
Quartz.
* Comes Standard with 2 Tanks, 25-100 micron each.

US$ 388.50
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* Enhanced Capacity Abravise Storage 
* Tanks 1.5 Kg.
* Additional 2 Tanks Can Be Added (for a total of 4 tanks).

ESSENCE - 101397 Sandblaster II TURBO 1
tank
VH - Central Sandblasting Precision Turbo 2
Two Tanks Sandblasters
# 101397

Features:
* 1 Pressured Tank for disposable sand 
* 1 Recirculating Reservoir 
* 2 independent Widia Tips inside the cabinet ( 70 Mic &
250 ) 
* 1 Pencil for Tank + 1 Pencil for recirculating Reservoir 
* Air pressure Regulation from the Inside the Cabinet 
* Air Gun 
* Treated Covered with Scratch Protection Glass
* Gross weight: 7.820 kg
* Net Weight: 6.1 kg
* Capacity of the working chamber: 11 lts
* Pressure use: 80-100 lbs/psl (0.55 to 0.69 MPa) - (5.5
to 6.9 bar)
* Automatic multi-voltage power supply: 100-240 VAC -
50/60 Hz - 12V/1A
* LED: 12V/0.5A
* Frequency: 50/60 Hz
* Dimensions: 450mm (length) x 380mm (height) x
450mm (width)

Characteristics:
* Net Weight: 7  kg
* Weight: 8.1 kg

US$ 380.00
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RENFERT - 23-2949-4025 Basic Eco 2 tnk
70/250 110v
RENFERT - Basic Eco 2 - 110 Volts
Two tank Sandblasters
# 23-2949-4025 - Mfg # 29494025

Function & Performance
The Basic eco microblaster with up to two tanks offers
high precision in a minimum space thanks to its compact
dimensions. Top blasting technology and an attractive
price-performance ratio combine to provide an ideal
product for first-time users and laboratories where space
is at a premium.

Advantages
* Maximum field of vision thanks to a large viewing panel
with innovative LED lighting.
* Process reliability based on many years of experience
in dental sandblasting technology.
* Saving in abrasives using optimal air-abrasive mixture.
* The special geometry of the Renfert mixing chamber
ensures uniform, homogeneous flow of abrasives. This is
independent of the tank level and working pressure and
guarantees optimum surface conditioning.
* The individual blasting tanks can be comfortably
selected inside the blasting chamber.
* Cleanliness is very important in the daily routine of the
laboratory. The Basic eco provides a removable floor grill
and tool-free, replaceable hand port gloves to ensure
cleanliness.

Key functions:
* There's space in even the smallest room for this
compact, reasonably priced sandblaster.
* Reduction in operating costs thanks to very low
abrasive consumption.
* Focused blasting prevents unintentional blasting of
sensitive restorations.

Technical Data
* Basic eco 25-70/70-250 120V
* Abrasive tank 25-70 m
* Abrasive tank 70-250 m
* IT Blasting nozzle 0,8 mm
* IT Blasting nozzle 1,2 mm

Authorized RENFERT dealer

US$ 714.81
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BASIC MASTER BLASTER - TWO TANKS - RENFERT
BASIC FINE SANDBLASTING UNITS - 2 Tanks
Precision and premium: Highest level technology.

Function & Performance
The Basic master microblaster is a genuine space-saver and provides great freedom
of movement. The unit is equipped with 2 tanks.

Advantages
Precise blasting with the special mixing chamber technology (Venturi principle).
Large volume blasting chamber provides maximum freedom of movement.
Ventilation slots ensure optimal ventilation of the blasting chamber and a clear view
(PerfectView-Concept).

Details
The Basic master is preferred by laboratories, which expect a higher workload. The
many extras in terms of ergonomics, ventilation and durability optimise continuous
operation of the unit. 
There are also two abrasive tanks for all the standard requirements in dental
technology, e.g. precious metal and ceramic with abrasives from 25-70 ?m and
70-250 ?m.

Renfert advantage:
The unique mixing chamber technology, developed in-house, and the special
geometry of the IT nozzles provide decisive advantages.
*  Perfectly uniform abrasive flow, abrasive power and jet pattern. This allows you to
achieve consistently uniform, reproducible surface conditioning, ensuring perfect
bonding properties. No stresses and cracks in the porcelain. 
*  Efficient sandblasting reduces abrasive costs by up to 80%, thanks to abrasive flow
with optimum air-sand mixture, regardless of the tank level and with minimum to no
pre-blasting and post-blasting.
*  Focused, effective and reliable sandblasting. You achieve effective removal from
the framework without loss of abrasive due to scatter. At the same time your sensitive
frameworks are optimally protected

The PerfectView concept 
- Renfert advantage: The constant, brightly illuminated blasting chamber (4,800 Lux)
guarantees optimum contour and detail recognition on your framework.
- Thanks to the special daylight LED technology you can see greater contrasts and
clearer differences in shade on the illuminated framework.
- The intelligent ventilation technology optimizes removal of air-/sand-turbulences, so
that you always have a clear view of the framework (from Basic master onwards).
- The silicone coated glass helps to reduce etching and allows a longer viewing life
(optional with Basic classic).
- The color-coded system on the tank lids, tank placement, handpieces and tank
selection switch make the unit very easy to operate.
- The ergonomic hose routing also creates optimum viewing conditions.

Insider-Tip! Subject cold siliconizing in the sandblasting unit:
* 3M Espe recommends exclusive use of the Basic series of Renfert sandblasting
units with RocatecTM. Their advantage: Coverage is absolutely uniform using the
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prescribed impact energy and without thermal loading of the alloy.

Key functions
Precise working procedures and great cost efficiency with the special mixing chamber
Large blasting chamber allows maximum freedom of movement

Innovative PerfectView Concept:
* Unique LED technology: Optimal contrast of all objects and brightly illuminated blasting chamber
* Daylight with 4,800 LUX for fatigue free and comfortable working
* Maximum range of vision for a perfect view and max. control
* Silicone coated screen with 10 times higher service life for clear visibility

Abrasive chamber volume  20 l

US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Authorized RENFERT Dealer in the US.

#UsddRenfert

Code Name Price +
103434 RENFERT - Basic Master Blaster 2 tank-25/70micron-110 Volts- # 2948-4000 # 29484... US$ 940.90 +Info

103435 RENFERT - Basic Master Blaster 2 tank-70/250micron-110 Volts- # 2948-4025 # 2948... US$ 1,162.98 +Info

105041 RENFERT - Basic Master Blaster-2 tank-250/250micron-110 Volts- # 2948-4250 # 294... US$ 1,162.98 +Info

QUATTRO BLASTER TWO TANK - RENFERT
BASIC FINE SANDBLASTING UNITS - BASIC QUATTRO
SANDBLASTER - RENFERT

Renfert Advantage
The unique mixing chamber technology, developed in-house, and
the special geometry of the IT nozzles provide decisive
advantages.

* Perfectly uniform abrasive flow, abrasive power and jet pattern.
This allows you to achieve consistently uniform, reproducible
surface conditioning, ensuring perfect bonding properties. No
stresses and cracks in the porcelain. 
* Efficient sandblasting reduces abrasive costs by up to 80%,
thanks to abrasive flow with optimum air-sand mixture, regardless
of the tank level and with minimum to no pre-blasting and
post-blasting.
* Focused, effective and reliable sandblasting. You achieve
effective removal from the framework without loss of abrasive due
to scatter. At the same time your sensitive frameworks are
optimally protected

Key functions
* Comfortable, flexible, top-class fine sandblasting unit (with up to
4 tanks)
* Precise working procedures and great cost efficiency with the
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special mixing chamber
* Easy tank upgrade, tool-free due to the quick connection and color coded system 

The Perfect View Concept 
* Renfert advantage: The constant, brightly illuminated blasting chamber (4,800 Lux) guarantees optimum contour and detail
recognition on your framework.
* Thanks to the special daylight LED technology you can see greater contrasts and clearer differences in shade on the
illuminated framework.
* The intelligent ventilation technology optimizes removal of air-/sand-turbulences, so that you always have a clear view of
the framework (from Basic master onwards).
* The silicone coated glass helps to reduce etching and allows a longer viewing life (optional with Basic classic).
* The color-coded system on the tank lids, tank placement, handpieces and tank selection switch make the unit very easy to
operate.
* The ergonomic hose routing also creates optimum viewing conditions.

Subject cold siliconizing in the sandblasting unit:
3M Espe recommends exclusive use of the Basic series of Renfert sandblasting units with RocatecTM. Their advantage:
Coverage is absolutely uniform using the prescribed impact energy and without thermal loading of the alloy.

Function & Performance
Convenient, flexible premium class microblaster with 2-4 tanks.

Advantages
* Very easy, toolless tank extension via quick-release coupling and colour-coded system.
* Precise blasting with the special mixing chamber technology (Venturi principle).
* Easy hand and framework cleaning using the integrated blow-out nozzle.

Details
Several applications simultaneously 
The Basic quattro enables several applications simultaneously in a compact space, e.g. surface conditioning, devesting and
preparation of metal frameworks for oxide firing.

Retrofitting
The Basic quattro can be quickly retrofitted in the lab to up to four tanks, with e.g. the following arrangement: 50 ?m Cobra,
50 ?m Rolloblast, 90-125 ?m Cobra and 250 m Cobra.

Abrasive chamber volume 
20 l

US DENTAL DEPOT Inc is an Authorized RENFERT Dealer in the US.

#UsddRenfert

QUATTRO BLASTER
QUATTRO BLASTER 

*  The Basic microblasters can carry out all of the conventional applications needed within the field of dental
technology. Their modular construction allows the basic 2-tank model to be upgraded to a 3 or 4- tank unit.
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*  The colour coding system for the tank lids, tanks, tank selector switch, and blasting handles simplifies selection of the
correct combination. An air blast nozzle is located in the interior of the blasting chamber.
*  An easy-to-reach, flat 360 foot switch is enclosed in delivery. An additional protective grate to prevent premature
glass wear due to erosion is also optionally available.

Code Name Price +
103436 RENFERT - Basic Quattro Blaster 2 Tank 70/250micron-110 Volts- # 2958-1000 # 295... US$ 1,489.04 +Info

QUATTRO BLASTER IS
QUATRO BLASTER IS 

*  Same description as the quattro blaster BUT this one has an Immediate Stop/Start.
*  Stop happens within a fraction of a second.
*  The Basic quattro IS is a specialised version of the Basic quattro. IS (= immediate stop) stands for the integrated
instant cut-off technology. This system allows the blasting start / stop process to occur within a fraction of a second.
The modular construction allows expansion of the 2-tank basic unit to one with 3 or 4 tanks.
*  The colour coding system for the tank lids, tanks, tank selector switch, and blasting handles simplifies selection of
the correct combination. An air blast nozzle is also located in the interior of the blasting chamber.

Code Name Price +
103438 RENFERT - Basic Quattro IS-2 Tank-70/250micron-110 Volts- #2959-1000 # 29591000 ... US$ 2,192.33 +Info

SANDSTORM 2 - TWO TANKS - VANI
MAN
SANDSTORM 2 - TWO TANKS - VANIMAN

A high quality and economical blasting system for
moderate to heavy production usage. Low maintenance
media flow system virtually eliminates wasteful
down-time and lowers maintenance costs.

Specifications: 

*  Extra large tanks - Labor saving Easy Fill sand tanks
hold up to 4 pounds of media
*  Exclusive non-clogging flow design - internal
automatic air/media purging system
*  Blast proof resin cabinet is maintenance free
*  Includes 1 Precision Tungsten Carbide Tip plus 1
Crystal Embedded Tip
*  Foot pedal control
*  Adjustable Air Pressure
*  Two handpieces
*  3 Year Warranty
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Code Name Price +
122625 VANIMAN -  Sandstorm 2- Two Tanks (cabinet Size 11 H X 17 D X 16in/2 W:)- Bla... US$ 679.94 +Info

122626 VANIMAN -  Sandstorm 2- Two Tanks(cabinet Size 11 H X 17 D X 16in/2 W:)- Blas... US$ 679.94 +Info

122627 VANIMAN -  Sandstorm 2- Two Tanks Vmc-x0 Sandstorm 2 Cabinet (cabinet Size 11 H... US$ 679.94 +Info

103442 VANIMAN - SandStorm2 Dual Blaster 110Volt -  Two tanks - 25 - 100 microns - Each... US$ 558.65 +Info

122628 VANIMAN -  Sandstorm 2/expert Maintenance Kit(cabinet Size 11 H X 17 D X 16in/... US$ 0.00 +Info

SANDSTORM EDGE - TWO TANKS - 
VANIMAN
SANDSTORM EDGE - TWO TANKS - VANIMAN

A space-saving micro abrasive sand blaster specifically
designed for the dental industry. These units are
capable of handling all dental lab and dental office
applications with ease and precision. Staying true to
Vanimans world-renowned blasting system, the
SandStorm Edge delivers consistent and unmatched
media flow throughout the life of the unit. Sleek design
and low cost of ownership makes this unit a must have
for any dental professional. These products are
manufactured in the USA.

Specifications:

*  Extra-large tanks - Labor saving Easy Fill sand tanks
hold up to 4 pounds of media
*  LED Lighting
*  Exclusive non-clogging flow design - internal
automatic air/media purging system
*  Blast proof resin cabinet is maintenance free
*  Includes 2 Sapphire Crystal Embedded Tips
*  Foot pedal control
*  Adjustable Air Pressure
*  Two hand pieces
*  3 Year Warranty
*  Should be paired with a dust collector

Code Name Price +
122622 VANIMAN - Sandstorm Edge- Two Tanks (cabinet Size 10in/2 H X 14in/2 D X 14in/2... US$ 570.61 +Info

122623 VANIMAN -  Sandstorm Edge- Two Tanks (cabinet Size 10in/2 H X 14in/2 D X 14in/... US$ 570.61 +Info

122624 VANIMAN -  Sandstorm Edge- Two Tanks (cabinet Size 10in/2 H X 14in/2 D X 14in/... US$ 570.61 +Info
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SANDSTORM EXPERT - TWO TANKS SAND
BLASTER - VANIMAN
SANDSTORM EXPERT - TWO TANKS SANDBLASTER -
VANIMAN

The SandStorm Expert is no longer being produced/manufactured
but is still fully supported. All of the replacement parts are listed
below.

 

Code Name Price +
107-V120155 VANIMAN - SandStorm Expert Dual Blaster 110Volt - # 80303 - Two tanks - 50 - 100... US$ 573.38 +Info

103441 VANIMAN - SandStorm Expert Dual Blaster 110Volt - Two tanks - #80301 - 50 - 100 ... US$ 548.08 +Info

VANIMAN - 103450 Sndstm XL 50-100Mic 2 tnk 110V
VANIMAN - SandStorm XL Blaster 110V - 50-100micron - #VMCX11L -
Each ( sandblaster complete ) sandblaster 26*26*21in 29 lb   [ VMC-X11L ]
VANIMAN - Sandstorm XL 50- 100- 2 Tanks Included
Two tanks Sandblasters
# 103450 - # Mfg - VMC-X11L 

Feature:
The Sanstrom XL is a Large Abrasive Blasting system with two (
50-100 micron ) tanks for the laboratory professionals. 

Specifications: 

*         Stand Storm XL Blaster
*        110V
*        50-100micron
*        Large well lit work area with large viewing window
*        Indestructible sealed resin cabinet
*        On/off and tank selector controls located inside the cabinet
*        Labor saving Easy Fill tanks hold up to 4 pounds of media
*        Handles all types of blasting media from 60 to 360 grit ( 25-250
micron )
*        Tungsten carbide precision tips and Sapphire crystal tips
*        No metal wear points from tank to nozzle providing a low cost of
ownership
*        Holds up to 4lbs of media

US$ 788.66
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*        Labor saving easy fill tanks 
*        Built-in pressure delivery system including a 0-100psi adjustable filter regulator with foot pedal   control 

Electrical

*        Voltage 115.00 VAC 
*        Amperage 0.50 Amps  

Weight And Dimentions

* Dimensions ( L"xW"xH" ) 18in x 20in x 16in
* Weight: 25.00 lbs.

The Sandstorm XL come with a 3 Year Warranty

US DENTAL DEPOT is an Authorized VANIMAN dealer in US.
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